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HURRAY, WE ARE GOING ON HOLIDAYS!
Travelling round Europe
A story about young Europeans and their prejudices
The story began at the end of the school year when it was the right time for a summer
adventure. At first let us introduce two friends who were
travelling together. Their names are Andy and Lucy.
They live in Central Europe,, in the country which is
better known for its embarrassing scandals than
beautiful landscapes
apes and unique sights.

Their friend from France, David,
David once said: “ The Czech Republic?? That’s the poor country
full of vodka, communists and football players.”
Ingrid, a Norwegian girl,, had a better opinion on our little country: “You’ve got good beer
and I know your fairy tales. For example “Pat and Mat” or “Three
Three nuts for Cinderella”.
Cinderella And
you’ve got the wonderful capital,
capita Prague.”
Spanish friend Rodrigo’s knowledge was a bit better: “You
drink a lot of beer, you’ve got delicious meals,
meals and Prague is a
beautiful city.”

Lucy couldn’t resist a comment and said: “He’s found
that all on Wikipedia, anyway.” Both girls were a little
disappointed that other Europeans knew so little about
their country. And if they knew something, it would have been mostly better if they hadn’t
known anything. During the whole stay of the foreigners they were trying to show the better
face and at the end of their stay Andy and Lucy even had a pinch of hope that everybody
had got rid of their prejudices. Hopefully.
Hopefull

When they thought about it, Andy and Lucy came to the conclusion that they themselves
didn’t know much more about the culture and heart of some countries. A perfect starting
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point to this situation could be travelling around several countries and finding
findi out if their
prejudices were right or even making their views about those countries better.
When Andy and Lucy were about to decide where their first adventurous expedition in
the Indiana Jones style would go, they were carefully considering all possible
possi
destinations.
And if that time vis major hadn’t struck,
struck they might be
thinking about it until now. The girls were just having a
pleasant time over dinner with friends; they wanted to
taste a speciality of the day, the genuine Norwegian
salmon. When theyy were waiting and with the time the
appetite was growing, it seemed that the salmon hadn’t been hooked yet, so a vivid
discussion about Norway aroused.
“I´ve been told by a friend that when you go out late at
night, the trollll eats you up. It’s based on a true story,” David,
a student from France, said it a bit scared.
“Trolls don’t exist,” Natalia with her dark Italian eyes
replied.
“But he’s seen some, he says,” David started blushing.
“And how does it come that he then survived?” asked Rodrigo playfully,
playfully so typically for
his Spanish nation.
“Well, OK. For example
le me – a typical Norwegian is
to me a tall, blue-eyed
eyed blonde, who’s got a lot of money
and lives in one of those wooden houses which are ecoeco
friendly. Yeah, and there’s a sauna there and he
sometimes bathes in the ice, and goes
go commando,”
David expressed himself.
“When I think about Norway, I fancy fjords, sledges and snow, moose, Vikings and nature.
And a Norwegian, eating salmon for breakfast, lunch, dinner and as a dessert, too,” Rodrigo
remarked hungrily.
Lucy started: “There are some remains from the Vikings in them. For example those
hardcore metal bands which sometimes look like a bunch of medieval warriors. And they
hardly do anything else, just winter sports, phh.”
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Their discussion was, however, interrupted by the waiter: ”I am awfully sorry but I am
afraid, the Norwegian salmon is not available.” Rodrigo was overwhelmed by his passionate
personality and barked out: “Don’t tell me that it is so hard to get salmon?!” The waiter,
definitely
itely not used to such spontaneous behaviour, answered: “Then go to Norway and fish
it by yourself!”

And so Andy and Lucy set out for Norway.
Norway
And what did the girls learn? Unfortunately, we don’t know because
they met a troll and he ate them as a side dish
dish to his salmon. No, of course
cou
not, let’s be serious, now.
The girls met a lot of new people. Most of them were blonde, but there
were dark-haired
haired and redheads, too. But mainly all
of them were nice, kind and friendly people. They
had a chance to taste the genuine Norwegian
salmon, which was so fresh that it was even
tremblingg on the plate, and much more from
fro the
Norwegian cuisine. For example delicious cheese or
desserts. They suffered from some frostbites, on the other hand they understood that the
Norwegians
rwegians don’t have bad weather, they only have bad clothes. So they bought a sweater
with moose but despite loads of warning road signs “Beware of moose!” they didn’t see any.
Nor a troll. And nor a Viking. But none
n
of these disappointed the girls. They took
t
a look
around the new ski jump and proved the idea of active sportspeople true, unfortunately they
didn’t see any performance of a hardcore metal band. On the whole the
trip to Norway was for the girls rewarding and they will always come back
in winter as well as in summer, when there is – they say – ideal weather for
swimming.

The Norway trip was rather exhausting and thus the girls decided to take a bit calmer
journey.
“After such rough Norwegian climate something more to the south, somewhere where
wee will get warmer and for the main no trolls and no Vikings there, please,” Lucy started.
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“What about romantic Paris?” Andy got the idea. “Delicious meal and

awesome fashion. A city right for both of us.”
When he heard about this journey, Rodrigo enthusiastically cried
out: “Hey chicks, you will like it there. The French are good lookers,
gentlemen and they love fashion. And they are great romantics.” This
almost swept the girls´ feet.
“And they also wear berets and a baguette can’t miss in their arms.”
reminded Ingrid.
“I can’t wait till we are sitting in the café, eating delicious cheese
and drinking French wine,” Andy flipped over it. “I only hope that the
frogs and snails aren’t the only delicacy.”
“And their sights! France’s got such a rich culture!” Lucy added.
“Maybe it is because they are such a proud and conceited nation.
It is also reflected in the fact that they can hardly speak any other
languages apart from their mother French. In any case, don’t travel without a dictionary,”
laughed Natalia.

Despite their long journey through Europe the travellers finally arrived at the station in
Paris.

The first thing which hit them was a number of immigrants. They felt like somewhere in
Africa. After a couple of minutes they got over the first shock. The French weren’t by far as
elegant as all people say. But

their wonderful cuisine was a

proof that the girls were right

at least in something. And

their sense of fashion is

undeniable.

girls´

slightly worrying, this French

first

feelings

were

Although

the

city as a whole comforted the

expectations.

Romance

everywhere you look. And the

proud soul of the inhabitants

of the metropolis was present at chatting. Luckily, Natalia recommended them to take the
dictionary.
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When they were strolling in Parisian streets, they came across a friend from

Spanish Salamanca, who at once invited them to a visit.
Since the girls still weren’t fed up with their adventure, they agreed. “Spain, there will be
flesh-and-blood,
blood, suntanned men with dark hair,” rejoiced Andy and
d immediately imagined
Antonio Banderas.
“Let’s hope you will make yourself understood. If
you don’t speak Spanish, it will be the same teaser as
with their neighbours.” Lucy pointed out.
“Girls, you have to go to a football match. The
Spanish are excellent
nt football players. And you will
like the athletes,” recommended David.
David
“Don’t go to a football match, you’d better go to their bull fights and you mainly have to
go to dance flamenco, Spanish classical dance. You will
definitely meet a good looking boy there,” said Ingrid.
“I would recommend you some Spanish meal. But
beware of chilli! You could pay for it dearly!” laughed
Natalia.

Well informed by their friends our travellers set out for the sun drenched country. The
bad luck was that they arrived right after noon when most of the population were having
their favourite siesta. At

least they had time to go

sightseeing. A nice surprise

was how everybody was open

and friendly. Even though a

longer

impossible. In a couple of

minutes they were about to

turn deaf. Or at least to get

injured as the Spanish were

waving their arms and using

their body language. A short

discussion

was

break with sangria made them good. After several sips they started to be a bit tipsy. Maybe
this is the reason why the Spanish are such a happy nation.
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The less planned the trip to Norway was, the more planned was the trip to
Italy.
That’s why the girls agreed with the friends that they would help them pack and tell them
what to be prepared for.
“Don’t even try to tell us that you are going there to get to know the culture. We all know
that you will feed yourselves

with

pizza,

mozzarella,

lasagne,

tiramisu,

spaghetti,

cream and above all Nutella.

Life

is

sighed Rodrigo, again thinking

of food.

not

ice
fair,”

“I’d rather wonder what

you’ll bring me. For

example a fashionable piece

from Milan? Or a

jersey of a famous football

player? Or perhaps

the football player himself?” dreamt Ingrid, who’d arrived from Norway to visit them.
“Wow, an Italian. Well-built, suntanned, dark eyes, thick hair…,” Lucy apparently switched
her imagination in the same direction as Ingrid.
“Oh, come on. Can you imagine what kind of mama’s boy he could
be? And you would have so many kids that you would have to open
your own kindergarten and he wouldn’t have enough. Could you
imagine what kind of Italy you would have at home? The dishes are
flying here and there, so much shouting and waving their arms. No
way!” Andy stopped Ingrid, making a bit fun of
her.
“But, on the other hand, they are not afraid of showing emotions.
Do you know any more romantic nation than the Italians? The
Czechs won’t be on the list, “ laughed Ingrid.
“What I really admire is Italian art. All the famous painters,
pictures, sculptures, singers and composers, songs and buskers. I
don’t even mind that their strong Christianity influences their art so
much. Who would wonder when the Pope lives there,” took David a
think.

And were these prejudices right? Hopefully we will soon get to know…
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Already while travelling to Italy, Andy and Lucy were hungrily peeping out of the
bus windows at the restaurants´ signs which read: Pizza col prosciutto! Lasagne con spinaci!
Maccheroni al pomodoro! And the girls couldn’t wait to take the proper Italian meal. The
very moment they got on the underground train they were warned to be
careful about their belongings. The Italians sometimes are being really
vivid.
The first steps obviously led to the gelateria. “Fragola, cioccolata, tutti
frutti, melone, limone … con panna per favore!” This visit could be
considered as very successful…
The girls didn’t waste time and visited many of the
historical and cultural sights, which Rome and the
surroundings offer. They started at Coliseum, Forum
Romanum, they passed the Fountain di Trevi, Piazza Navona up
to Piazza di Spagna, eventually they went to see famous
archaeological remains in Ostia Antica. They didn’t miss
Vatican and their museums either, even though they had to wrap in sweaters and scarves
because of the Christian traditions. However, Basilica of St. Peter, secret taking photo in
Sistine Chapel or papa mobiles throughout centuries were worth it!
The girls were gradually getting to know that the Italians are very friendly and open but
any attempts to organize anything proved to be a hard nut to crack. And when you finally
manage to agree on e.g. meeting somewhere, you can be sure you can come half an hour
later and you still will have at least five minutes to spare. And when you from time to time
just wave your arms or use other gestures and all of a sudden scream “Mamma mia!”, you
will perfectly match. After all the girls found a slight similarity with the Czechs. The Italians
love going to pubs to watch their national sport, which
they are proud of, too. Football. But don’t drink beer
there. When you taste it, you will understand.

Not only meals but also the table manners attracted
the girls. The meal is an event and mainly the Sunday dinners, which are usually an occasion
for the whole family to meet. They are used to eating a lot of dishes, talking a lot, drinking
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wine, enjoying the meal and mainly eating up everything.
Which is definitely good news for most of the Czechs. And what
did the girls like best? Mozzarella with tomatoes, called
caprese, as a starter, minestrone soup, spaghetti alle vongole
and carbonara and the best tiramisu to be taken in town.
The night walk in the centre not only persuaded them about the beauties of Rome by
night but also about the Italian ability to enjoy their lives, mainly the nightlife. The walk,
however, turned out to be an

adventure

when

they

came into the bumper to bumper

traffic. The Italians have

a very special way of driving. It

could be characterized

by speed, overtaking the full line,

partial colour-blindness

of green and red and loud

blowing the horns in

addition.

On their journey home, Andy and Lucy reminded themselves of hospitability,
frankness and warmth of the Italians, which they would badly miss. They will never forget
that they could taste – at least just for a while – the real “la dolce vita.”
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When Andy and Lucy got back to the Czech Republic they –
as the tradition wants – went with their friends to a restaurant
to tell them about everything. Ingrid seemed to be really
disappointed that they hadn’t brought any football player.
“Well, girls, after all you’d gone through, what did you like
best?” asked Natalie.
“Best? It’s hard. Every country is special in a way, every country’s surprised us, has taught
us something and has been unique,” Andy answered.
“So, where was the best meal?” was an unexpected Rodrigo’s question.
“We loved eating everywhere… maybe somewhere a bit more, somewhere less. But every
country was very hospitable,“ said Lucy.
“OK, so which country was the most cultural?” tried David.
“Each of the countries has its own unique traditions and totally different cultural wealth.
And each nation is an original.” replied Andy.
“Well, if you had to choose a Viking or a toreador, which one would it be?” Ingrid didn’t
want to give up.
“I could stand one Frenchman at home,” said Lucy and smiled. “But all of them were so
nice and friendly.”

We create our prejudices to be able to specify and identify what we see.
It is a natural reaction of each of us. Therefore, Andy and Lucy were so glad that they did not
only listen to what they had

been told but they could

have first-hand experience

of these countries, nations,

habits and traditions. It is

hard to say where they liked

it best. What the girls,

however, have found out

was that regardless all our

prejudices we do not differ

from each other that much

and that values such as

hospitability, warmth, kindness, frankness and good will remain the same everywhere.
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Body language
Body language is gestures, movements and expressions that are an important part of
communication between people. A common body language makes people creates
affiliation and it is an important part of our identity.
Body language is different in different cultures and countries. Making the wrong gestures
can be as bad as using the wrong words. In a globalized world it is increasingly important to
learn about non-verbal communication in different cultures. A kiss on the cheek is normal
procedure when saying hello in Central Europe, in the Nordic countries it is not common.
While some gestures may differ in different countries, other gestures are the same.
Teenagers have many gestures that cross country borders.
In this survey the students investigated similarities and differences in gestures.
1. This gesture means “I don´t know” in all countries.
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2. This gesture means “I am fed up” in all countries:

3. This gesture means “Be silent” in all countries:
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4. This gesture means “Stop talking” in Italy:

5. This gesture means “I will beat you” in Spain:
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6. This gesture has different meanings.
Italy: “You are clever like a fox”
Czech: “You’re pissing me off”
Norway: “Does it look like I care?”
France/Spain: “I don’t believe you!”

7. This gesture means “You are crazy” in all countries.
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8. This gesture means “Resignation” in all countries

9. This gesture has different meanings:
Norway : “Keep going”
Italy and Czech republic: “Prove your point”
Spain: “Give me money”
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10. This gesture means “Thinking” in all countries except Norway:

11. This gesture means “Rock ´n roll” in all countries (but pay attention because in Italy it
can also have a vulgar meaning!)
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Each country prepared 10 typical easy and cheap recipes typical of that country.
Among these 50 recipes, two were selected for each country:
Italian recipes: Bruschetta al pomodoro and Spaghetti aglio, olio e peperoncino
Czech recipes: Fruit dumplings and Lentils
French recipes: Quiche Lorraine and Mousse au Chocolat
Norwegian recipes: Rice porridge (Risengrynsgrøt) and Fish Soup (Fiskesuppe)
Spanish recipes: Tortilla and Paella.
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Quiche Lorraine
Setting-up
up time: 15 minutes
Cooking time: 45 minutes

Ingredients (for 4 people):
-200 g of crust pastry
-200 g of bacon
-30 g of butter
-3 eggs
-20 cl “crème fraiche”
-20 cl of milk
-salt and pepper
-nutmeg
Preparation :
Spread the dough in a mould, prick
with a fork.
Cook the bacon brown in the frying
pan then scatter it on the dough.
Put butter pieces.
Beat the eggs with “crème fraiche” and
milk, season with salt, pepper and the
nutmeg.
Pour it all on the dough.
Cook 45 - 50 min in the oven at 180°C.
It is ready ! Enjoy your meal !
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Chocolate Mousse
This is a fast and cheap recipe dessert for all students who love chocolate.
For this recipe we need only:
•200g black chocolate
•6 eggs
•a pinch of salt
Put the chocolate into a bowl. Melt it.
While the chocolate is melting, separate the
eggs’ whites from the yokes. Beat the
former white until stiff with a pinch of salt.
Stir the melted chocolate with the yokes,
and the white, slowly.
Finally put it all into the fridge for at
least 3 hours.
Enjoy your meal!
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Bruschetta al pomodoro
(toasted bread with tomatoes)
Ingredients (for 4 people):
8 slices of bread
2 cloves garlic, cracked away from skin
5 tomatoes
oregano
basil leaves
extra-virgin olive oil
salt
Chop the tomatoes and put them in a
bowl. Blend oregano, the chopped garlic,
the extra-virgin
virgin olive oil and the salt.
Roast the bread in the oven (or a pan) or
toast it on the grill. At the end put the
tomatoes on the roasted slices of bread
with a couple of basil leaves.
Total time: 5-10 minutes
Cost: € 2.50
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Spaghetti aglio, olio e peperoncino
(spaghetti with garlic, oil and chilli pepper)
Ingredients (for 4 people):
350 gr. of spaghetti
2 pieces of garlic
3 spoons of extra virgin olive oil
2 spoons of breadcrumbs
Some chili pepper
Salt
First of all, put a saucepan with
enough water on the cooker. Put
some salt in. When the water boils
put some salt in it and then the
spaghetti and wait until they are
ready (read the cooking time on the packet),
In the meanwhile put minced garlic, extra virgin olive oil and chili pepper in a frying
pan. Let them fry slightly for a few minutes.
Then, strain the spaghetti and put them in the frying pan. Put some breadcrumbs and
mix everything for a few minute.
Serve them when they’re
re still hot.
Total time: 30 minutes.
Price: 3 €
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Lentils
1. What do you need?
onions
3 spoons of plain flour
500g of lentils
50g butter
1 spoon of vinegar
Pepper
salt
sausage / egg
pickles
bread

2. Preparation
Soak lentils for at least one hour in cold water. Boil the
lentils in this water until it's soft. If it's necessary, pour
off the excess water after simmering.
Peel and chop onions and fry it on butter until it's
golden brown. Add the flour and pour a little water
from strained lentils. Add a spoon of vinegar to give it a
taste. Simmer it and then stir it into the boiled lentils,
add salt and pepper and stir it for few more minutes.
Now make a sausage or egg.
Serve the lentils with pickles,
bread and sausage (egg). Lentils
are the best warm!
Dobrou chuť!
4 servings: 130 Kč / 6 €
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Fruit dumplings
1. What do you need?
50 grams of butter
200 grams of flour
1 egg
50 grams of crystallised sugar
250 grams of curd cheese
A pinch of salt
2. Preparation
First mix together sugar and butter in a bowl, then
add curd cheese, egg, salt and flour. Work out the
dough. Roll out on a pastry board, cut into pieces and
wrap around the fruit.
Cook
ok the dumplings in boiling
water for about 5 minutes. Finally
take them out of the water and
prick with a fork.
Dumplings
are
served
with
powdered sugar, cinnamon or
melted butter.
3 servings / 60 Kč / 3 €
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Spanish
panish Omelette (Tortilla de patatas)
Ingredients:
• Eggs (6 per tortilla)
• Potatoes (1kg per tortilla).
• Half an onion (if you like)
• Olive oil (enough to cover the potatoes when frying).
• Salt to taste
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Cook Time: 20 minutes
Total Time: 30 minutes
This tortilla de patatas makes 8-10 servings as an
appetizer, or 4-6
6 servings as a main course.
Steps
1. Peel, wash and cut the potatoes into thin
slices.
2. Heat the olive in the pan and add the
potatoes, the sliced onion and salt and fry at a
moderate temperature until the potatoes are
soft, but not brown.
3. Fry stirring occasionally. As soon as the
potatoes are golden colour remove from the
pan, drained and put the potato mixture in a
bowl. Beat the eggs well with a
pinch o salt and add to the
potatoes. Mix well.
4. Put two spoonfuls of olive
oil in the frying pan. When the
oil is hot add the potatoes and
eggs mixture.
5. Once
nce the omelette seems to
be cooked use a large plate to
tip the omelette out of the pan.
6. Add a small spoonful of olive oil in the pan and put the omelette
omele
in again. The
omelette must be perfectly cooked and golden on both sides.
The tortilla may be eaten
aten hot or cold; it is commonly served as a tapa or picnic dish
throughout Spain. As a tapa, it may be cut into bite-size
bite size pieces and served on cocktail
sticks, or cut into small pie style.
style
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Mixed Paella (Spanish rice dish)
Ingredients for a mixed paella
(meat and seafood)
• 2 cloves garlic finely chopped
• 1 large onion,, finely diced
• 1 red pepper, diced
• 500 g. of rice
• 1 litre chicken stock,, heated
with a few saffron strands
• 1 litre fish stock.
• 4 chicken thighs or 6 wings,
each chopped in half.
• 18 small clams,, cleaned
• 100 g. fresh or frozen peas
• 2 large tomatoes, diced
• 125 ml of good olive oil
• 12 mussels
ussels or 12 prawns, in shells
• 300 g. squid,, cleaned and chopped into bite-sized
bite
pieces
• 1 lemon
• Some chopped parsley leaves
• Salt to taste
Prep Time: 25 minutes
Cook Time: 20 minutes
Total Time: 45 minutes
6 serves
Instructions
1. Heat the olive oil in a paella dish or heavy-based
heavy based saucepan and when hot add the
onion, tomatoes, red pepper, seafood and chicken and fry softly for 6-8
6 minutes.
2. Add rice and mixed it with the previous fried ingredients stirring for 3-4
3 minutes.
3. Now pour in the saucepan the hot chicken stock and the hot fish stock, and cook
for 5-10
10 minutes. (Cook until the water has nearly evaporated, then taste the rice,
if it iss hard yet add a glass or two of hot water and cook for 2 minutes more).
4. Allow to simmer and stir if necessary.
5. When rice is cooked remove from heat.
6. Cut the lemon into six pieces and put on the paella.
7. Scatter the chopped parsley over the paella and wait 5 minutes before serving.
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MUSICAL SHOW – THURSDAY 13TH MARCH 2014
IESO QUERCUS – TERRADILLOS – SALAMANCA SPAIN
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The musical show took placed on Thursday 13th evening at the assembly hall of the
t
Municipality of Terradillos (Salamanca, Spain)
Educational, local, school authorities, parents and students filled the venue to attend
a musical event that had been prepared by the five schools forming the Comenius
partnership. Not only students and teachers from Czech Republic, France,
Fra
Italy,
Norway and Spain brought out the best of their art dancing, playing or singing on the
stage, but also a big group of Spanish students’ mothers enchanted the audience with
their superb flamenco and batuka dance.
After a shadow play, as a musical
musical welcoming, performed by some Spanish students
the French team took the stage.

They chose to sing French songs with Paris as their main theme: "Paris" by Edith
Piaf, "La Seine" by Vanessa Paradis, "Paris Seychelles" by Julien Doré, "Paris
va bien" by Sexion d'Assaut, et "Aux Champs Elysées" by Joe Dassin, showing
pictures from Paris in the background.
background
To complete their performance, they danced a typical Parisian "French Cancan"
for which they had prepared a choreography
chore
and costumes.
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In between the guests’ schools performances, the Spanish students presented a
beautiful exercise of music and mime dance.

A group of our students’ mothers danced some pieces of ‘batuka’
‘batuka’ accompanied by
Pablo, their music teacher.
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The Czech team presented a very well elaborated performance of mime, music and
dance. The show was inspired by a famous theatre play and film Le Bal because
ballroom dancing has a very long tradition
tradit
in the Czech Republic.

Their show was mostly concentrated on dance. A tap dance performance was the
first part. One dancer was tapping on the song by James Mraz – “You Fucking Did
It”. Then salsa came and they tried to act, a little bit. “It
“It was the hardest part for us
to learn. Each figure was quite similar. At first we could
could not manage it and
remember it but finally we got it”
it” They explained. Salsa was danced on song “Yo No
Sé Mañana”.
Then we could see a cha--cha duo on world-known
known song by Tom Jones – “Sex
Bomb”. Then a funky choreography with all members of our group followed.
foll
This was on the song by Pharrell Williams called “Happy”. “We
We think this song was
a really good choice because it was on the top of playlists at that time. So everybody
knew it” They said.
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After that, we could see another duo – this time it was girls’ duo on old jazz hit by
Ray Charles – “Hit the Road Jack”.
Jack”. Mr. Zajíček joined this part. This way this part
got an irresistible charm. Then a cool basketball guy came and showed some tricks
with a ball. But the rude boy unexpectedly changed into a studious
studious pupil in a ballet

class.
They put themselves into the ballet lesson led by the Czech student Anna
Jaborníková, who is a ballet dancer in her real life.
They said good bye with the chorus of the
t song by Sister Sledge – “We Are family”
because they wanted to keep a friendly atmosphere.

“It took us a lot of time to create this performance. We had many rehearsals and we
were nervous. We liked working on that and enjoyed it so we hope that the audience
aud
enjoyed the performance as well” They said. And the audience at the assembly hall of
the municipality of Terradillos loved the performance and enjoyed it a lot.
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The Norwegian students chose two songs
that they thought would represent Norwegian
music now and before.
The first song was an old folksong.
folksong It is a
song about how a fox kills some hens guarded
by a boy, and how the boy gets his revenge.

The second song wass also about a fox, namely “The Fox”, or “What does the Fox
say?” performed by two Norwegian comedians, the Ylvis brothers
brothers, who had a big
success with it in 2013.
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The Italian students chose three songs, they thought would be representative of how
Italian music is seen abroad.

The first one they played was ‘Gocce di Memoria’, a song by Giorgia.
Giorgia It is a typical
romantic ballad about the pain of love, which she wrote after her lover’s
lover death.
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The second song is called ‘Luce’ by Elisa.. This is by an internationally famous artist
who won the most important song festival in Italy, ‘Sanremo’,, in 2001 when she was
only 24.

The final song is representative of the worldwide talent show phenomenon, it was ‘In
un Giorno Qualunque’ written by Marco Mengoni,, the winner of the 2009
edition of X Factor Italy. This is also a romantic ballad, it’s our favourite kind of
music!
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The end part of the musical show was again for the Spanish team (students and
their mothers) to show national folklore and musical culture through dances and
songs from different regions of our country.
First a typical charrada from Salamanca, with steps very closed to the floor and
with small movements. Charrada is a quite austere dance, like Salmantinian people’s
character.
The second one was a jota from Zaragoza, with more jumps and wide large
movements showing that there people are much more outgoing.

The third one was a sevillana from Seville, in the South, reflecting the Andalusian
Andalusia
character, always cheerful and ready to enjoy parties.
The last dances of this kind of remix were pasodobles and rumbas:
rumbas the typical
music in our village festivals.

There was also time for love. Two girls and a boy performed a mime dance to show a
relationship
ionship of love and jealousy among teenagers through two very different musical
pieces: a zarzuela (Spanish opera) and a trendy popular pop song from a teenagers’
TV film called Física y Química (Physics and Chemistry).
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We could not avoid showing one of our most popular children songs in Spain
imitating the Spanish musical so called ¿Cómo están ustedes? (How are you?),

bases on an old and famous
mous TV programme for children.
We reminded the Spanish summer time and shiny sun dancing a collection of typical
summer songs that people use to dance as soon as the songs play,
play because they
have a very catchy choreography and lyrics.
When good weather arrives who can stand not to dance our summer greatest hits at
any party? Mueve la colita, Booomba, Aserejé, No rompas más, and
Macarena:
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